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ABSTRACT 
This note calls into question a claim one sometimes hears about the time it takes 
to compute a complete sparse Cholesky factorization (after a suitable symbolic 
factorization phase and without using auxiliary memory). The claim is that loop-free 
code or code that uses a list with one or more addresses or integers for each 
arithmetic operation runs considerably faster than code with more modest memory 
requirements, e.g., memory proportional to the number of nonzeros in the Cholesky 
factorization. (Loop-free code is a sequence of instructions each of which is executed 
at most once during the relevant calculation.) On some scalar machines that were 
commonly used when this paper was first written (e.g., various VAX and Sun-3 
computers), one can often come within a factor or two of the fastest possible 
floating-point operation rate with a scheme that stores one integer per nonzero in the 
Cholesky factor. 
INTRODUCTION 
This note was sparked by a talk by Walter Murray [16], who remarked 
that in reporting computational results that depend on using a large amount 
of memory, one should mention how much memory was used. He pointed to 
an example in the book of Duff, Erisman, and Reid [7, p. 1931, which 
suggests that matrix factorization routines that use loop-free code can run 
nearly an order of magnitude faster than routines that use conventional loops. 
Since the computational results obtained by Alder et al. [l] apparently 
involved something akin to loop-free code, Murray suggested that their use 
of a large amount of memory may have contributed significantly to their 
favorable computational results. My experience is that the benefits of using 
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much memory are more modest than indicated by the example in [7]; this 
note documents that experience. 
Before providing more detail, I should stress my hearty agreement with 
Murray’s general contention about reporting computational results: one should 
try to report all factors that contribute significantly to one’s computational 
results. 
This note deals mainly with direct factorizations of sparse, symmetric, 
positive-definite matrices. For much fuller discussion of this topic, see [ll]; 
see [7] for discussion of direct methods for more general sparse matrices. For 
more on linear equations in general, see [B, 12, 181. 
The emphasis here on direct methods is not meant to disparage iterative 
methods, which are often useful Indeed, an important role for calculations 
like those discussed below is in calculating preconditioners for speeding up 
iterative methods, e.g., the conjugate-gradient method (see $10.3 and the 
associated notes in [I2]). 
NOTATION. [w” is the set of real n-vectors, regarded as column vectors; 
[w nXr is the set of n x r real matrices. Z denotes the identity matrix of 
appropriate dimension, and e, is the ith column of I. Superscript T denotes 
transpose. 
SPARSE CHOLESKY 
Suppose A E Iw” “’ is a sparse, symmetric, positive-definite matrix. It is 
often convenient to factor A as 
A = LLT, (1) 
where for some permutation matrix P, f, = PL is a lower triangular matrix, 
i.e., 
_ 
L=PL has L,,j=O for i <j. (2) 
(Of course, one can also factor A as iOtT, where D is a diagonal matrix and 
PL has ones on the diagonal.) The choice of P can strongly affect the sparsity 
of L and the work required to compute L. In the computing reported below, 
P came from the minimum-degree algorithm (the version in the PORT 3 
subroutine library). See [7, II, 151 for more about choosing P. 
For didactic clarity, most authors express (1) as PAPT = LT. It is slightly 
more convenient computationally to work with L than with i and P; this 
avoids any vector permutations or double subscripting (and allows easy “in 
place” solutions of Ly = b and LTx = y: b, y, and x can occupy the same 
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storage). Of course, P is still encoded in the pivot elements of L. Indeed, as 
described below, it is convenient to store the elements of each column of L 
in pivot order. 
Let p,, p,,..., p,, be the permutation such that PT = [e,>,, . , e ,,,, 1, so that 
,?i,j = L,,z,j. Then for 1 < k < n, (1) is equivalent to 
if: (~i)(Lq)‘r=A-k&~,j)(Lej)T. 
i=k .j = 1 
(3) 
By (2), L,,~,~ = 0 for i > k, so the pkth row and column of (3) are determined 
by Le,: 
k-l 
Li.kL,,i,k = Ai,pk- c Li.jLp,,j> 
j=l 
(4) 
from which we first determine LI,),k, then Li,k for i f pk; since (2) also gives 
L ,,,,k = 0 for j < k, it is only necessary to compute L,,j,k from (4) for j > k. 
Thus a convenient inner loop for Cholesky factorization is computation of the 
pkth column of (3). 
DATA STRUCTURES 
Before computing a numerical sparse Cholesky factorization, it is usually 
convenient to compute a symbolic factorization (again see [7, 111 and 
references cited therein), i.e., to determine which elements of L will be 
nonzero and to prepare data structures that will help compute the numerical 
values in L. A particularly convenient way to represent L is as an array of 
pairs (i, Li,j), one for each nonzero in L, with the pairs for column 1 coming 
first, then those for column 2, and so on. Associated with this array of pairs is 
another array that tells where the pairs for each column begin. (In FORTRAN 
77, the array of pairs must be replaced by a pair of arrays, but this should 
change with FORTRAN 90. The computing reported below used routines 
written in c, so it was easy to have an array of pairs. There is slightly less 
addressing overhead with an array of pairs than with a pair of arrays, and one 
is assured with an array of pairs of avoiding memory-bank conflicts in 
accessing the pair members. On the other hand, alignment requirements may 
cause an array of pairs to consume more memory than a pair of arrays.) 
As part of the symbolic factorization, it is useful to sort the (i, Li,j) pairs 
into pivot order, so that if (pi, L,+) precedes (pj, L,,,,), then i < j. In 
particular, this arranges that each pivot element L,,A,k appears first in the 
representation of its column, which is useful in solving Ly = b and L*x = y. 
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Moreover, having the elements of L sorted permits an easy calculation of the 
pkth column of (3). We attach to column pk of A all the preceding columns 
of L that contribute to column k of L, i.e., to column pk of (3). Following 
common practice (see, e.g., Chapter 2 of [7]), we sum the relevant parts of 
these contributing columns into a “full” scratch vector (all of whose elements 
are initially zero). We then dispatch each contributing column to the next 
column to which it contributes. If the pairs for column k of L are (qi, Lr,t~k), 
0 < i Q m (with q,, = pk), then we can pluck the from the full 
scratch vector and rezero the scratch vector in 
L, i,k-values 
O(m 5 operations. Column k 
contributes - L, k L, k to L,, 9, (1~ i < m, i < j < m), so once column k of 
L has been comp&ed,“we dispatch it to column yi of A. After column yi has 
been summed, we dispatch L’s column k to coIumn ya, and so on. Column 
k’s contribution to column qi involves L,, k for i ,< j ,< m, so it is easy to 
keep track of the portion of column k of L &at participates in the inner loop. 
An obvious list structure efficiently handles the dispatching of columns, and 
the whole factorization is analogous to subroutine C:SFCT of [ll]. 
A pseudocode summary of the column dispatching scheme just described 
might be helpful. In the following, the condition Li j f 0 means that Li j can 
be nonzero; this condition is known from a prior symbolic factorization. 
Similarly, A,,j f 0 means we are considering a class of problems in which 
Aj j can be nonzero. We follow the usual convention that sets are unordered, 
so“‘For i E S,” implies that i assumes all values in the set S,, but does not 
specify the order in which i assumes those values. On the other hand, “For 
k=12 , , . . . , n” specifies that k assumes the values I,2,. . , n in sequence. By 
convention, the empty set has minimum value + 03, i.e., min 0 = + 0~). Here, 
then, is the column-dispatching scheme in pseudocode: 
For k E{1,2,...,n} 
Xk := 0 (initialize scratch vector); 
s, := 0 (initialize columns of L attached to columns of A). 
For k = 1,2,. . , n 
For i E {j ( k < j < n and AP,,PL f O} 
x,, := A, Pk. 
For i&Sk I’ 
For j E (11 k < 1 ,< n and L,,,i f 0) 
-L .L .; 
j := $$I ip2 
ifj<+m 
1 <J~*a~~‘L,,,t f 0); 
Sj := S, U (i} (dispatch L *, i). 
L P!%,l’k := 6. 
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For i E (j ( k < j < n and L,, k f 0) 
L P,. k := xp, /LPL& 
:= 0. 
j := i!h(l( k < 1~ n and Lp,,k f 0); 
if j<+m 
Sj := sj u{k} (dispatch L * , k). 
Note that each column of L is attached to at most one unprocessed column of 
A at a time, so we may represent the sets Si by giving each column a “next” 
pointer and each Si a “first” pointer. For example, setting all Si to empty can 
be represented by 
For iE(1,2,...,n) 
first i := 0 
next i := 0, 
dispatching L *, i to column j of A can be represented by 
next i := first j 
firstj := i, 
and “For i E Sk” can be realized by initializing i to firstk and updating i by 
i := next i until this gives i = 0. 
FORMING A 
The testing reported below is in the context of a dual variant of 
Karmarkar’s linear programming algorithm (see [l, 2] and the discussion of 
dual algorithms in [lo]). In this context, the A to be factored has the form 
A = CD2CT, (51 
where D is a diagonal matrix and C E IWnXr. A may be efficiently computed 
with L: we preprocess C by sorting the nonzeros in each column of C into 
pivot order. The contribution of a column of C to A is just like that of 
column k of L to (31, except that the minus becomes a plus; dispatching of 
columns can proceed as described above. The floating-point operation counts 
and rates shown below for computing Cholesky factors by column dispatch- 
ing include operations to form A in this manner. 
Sometimes one needs factors for a sequence of matrices (5) in which only 
a few entries of D change from one A to the next. This happens, for 
example, if one uses Kannarkar’s scheme [13] for updating D. One might 
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then explicitly update (5) and refactor A, as in [l, 21, in which case the 
updating can -proceed analogously to the computation suggested above (col- 
umn dispatching) for computing all of A. Of course, one can also update L 
[171. 
In their recent paper [3] on implementation details, Alder et al. suggest 
precomputing each outer product in (5). On the test problems considered 
below, this saves an average of 3% (and never more than 13%) of the 
floating-point operations required to form and factor A with an entirely 
different D. When only some components of D are changed, the savings are 
even smaller. (On a vector processor with gather/scatter hardware, however, 
the time savings might be substantially greater than the arithmetic savings.) 
USING AN ADDRESS LIST (ALIST) 
Symbolic factorization can include computation of all the memory ad- 
dresses needed for the numerical factorization. One possibility is to generate 
loop-free code, i.e., a loop-free sequence of machine instructions for perform- 
ing the numerical factorization; see $9.6 of [7] for more details and refer- 
ences. This way, the addresses can be encoded directly in the machine 
instructions on some machines (e.g., VAX or Sun-3). Of course, generating 
machine instructions has the drawback of requiring either a compiler or a 
machine-dependent symbolic factorization routine. On most machines, ad- 
dresses can also be stored separately in memory and used conveniently and 
portably in such computer languages as c and PASCAL. Whether separately 
storing addresses (e.g., as in the c fragment shown below) is faster than 
encoding them in machine instructions is machine- and compiler-dependent; 
for example, the available c compiler until recently had a bug that caused 
r e g i s t e r do u b 1 e declarations to be ignored; before this bug was fixed, I 
found separate storage faster on a VAX 750 (with floating-point accelerator) 
and slightly slower on a VAX 8550; hand-massaging the assembly code gave a 
greater speedup on the VAX 750 than on the 8550, with the result that 
encoding addresses in machine instructions was slightly faster on both 
machines than separately storing the addresses. 
Rather than literal memory addresses, one could use integer subscripts 
into the array containing the nonzero elements of L. This works with 
FORTRAN and is probably the right choice on vector machines with hardware 
gather/scatter instructions [ 141. 
By computing addresses, we can compute L without using a scratch 
vector, which eliminates some overhead. The overhead of dispatching columns 
also goes away. Table 1 is a fragment of c code that illustrates accumulating 
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TABLE 1 
INNER LOOPS USING COLUMNWISE ALIST Cc-ALIST) 
while(a < se) c 
R = aC01; I* address of Lqoj */ 
Re = all]; /* address one ‘past L,rn,j *f 
a += 2; 
t = R->Li j; /* L40,j = LIjL j */ 
piv -= t*t; /* update divot *I 
/* subtract t*(L,,,j ,..., L,,,j)*/ 
I* f ram (LY,,Pk,...,L,,m,Pk) *I 
while(++R < Re) 
(*a++)->Lij -= t*R->Lij; 
1 
the Pkth column of (3) with the aid of an address list a (hereafter called an 
alist). In the fragment, address->L i j is the second member of the pair 
(i, Lo j) that represents the nonzero in L pointed to by address. 
U’sing an alist, one can also accumulate the right-hand side of (4) one 
outer product at a time; Adler et al. describe such a scheme in [3], and 
Tomlin and Forrest [19] report that such a scheme is useful on a vector 
computer with gather/scatter hardware. This ordering of the arithmetic 
operations has the advantage of allowing an easier computation of the limits 
in the innermost loop, as in the c fragment shown in Table 2. The alist for 
Table 2 dispenses with the two alist components at the beginning of Table 1 
that give the limits for the innermost loop, but requires an extra component 
-and an extra indirection-for the pivot-element update. The computational 
experience reported below shows that it is machine- and problem-dependent 
whether the columnwise alist scheme of Table 1 is faster or slower than the 
outer-product alist scheme of Table 2. To distinguish the two schemes, we 
hereafter call the alist in Table 1 a c-&t and that in Table 2 an op-alist. 
TABLE 2 
INNER LOOPS USING OUTER-PRODUCT ALIST (OP-ALIST) 
white (++Rl < Re) C 
R = RI; 
t = R->Lij; 
(*a++)->Lij -= t*t; /* update pivot element *! 
while(++R < Re) 
(*a++)->Lij -= t*R->Lij; 
3 
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Both fragments above are easily turned into fragments for accumulating 
the A of (5): it suffices to change the -= operators into += operators. The 
ahst operation counts and rates shown below include operations to form A in 
this way. 
Generating an op-alist may take longer than generating a c-alist. When 
computing the c-alist values for accumulating column k of (41, one can store 
the address of Li k in the ith component of a scratch vector of n elements, 
then recover each needed address from the scratch vector. The same trick 
works for generating an op-alist, but requires a scratch vector of n(n + 1)/2 
elements. An obvious alternative is to scan the nonzeros of column k of L 
when computing the addresses for adding a multiple of another column to it. 
With the nonzeros stored in pivot order, this never made the op-alist 
generation time more than about twice the c-alist generation time in the 
testing described below. (Average alist generation divided by numeric factor- 
ization times appear below in Table 4.) 
TIMINGS 
Code that uses an alist often runs faster than code that uses a scratch 
vector and dispatches columns, but this tradeoff is machine- and problem- 
dependent. To illustrate this tradeoff, I have experimented with matrices A 
of the form (5) that arise from some linear-programming test problems [9] 
available over NETLIB [5]. Appendix A provides more discussion of the 
matrices A as well as some of the raw data behind the plots shown below. 
My experiments involved three scalar computers: an IBM 3081K (Odin, 
running UTS system 5.2.6a), a VAX 8550 (Pipe, running a 9th Edition UNIX@ 
system), and a Sun-3/160 (Sol, running BSD 4.2 Release 3.4, with both 
68020 and 68881 running at 16.7 MHz). All floating-point computations used 
double-precision arithmetic; compilation was by each system’s standard c 
compiler with optimization turned on (cc -0). On Odin, I used “native 
mode,” as discussed in Appendix B. 
The amount of problem-dependent memory needed for solving each 
problem can be computed from the numbers in Table 5 of Appendix A, 
Appendix A tells how to compute the amount of problem-dependent storage 
I used. Sol probably had to page when using an alist on problems p i I o t . j a 
and p i t o t n ov; otherwise all machines had enough physical memory (32 
megabytes for Odin, 128 megabytes for Pipe, and 12 megabytes for Sol) that 
there need have been no paging. In hopes of reducing the need for paging 
and other possible sources of variability in the test results, I ran my tests at 
times when the machines were lightly loaded. At any rate, I recorded “user” 
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TABLE 3 
“IDEAL" FLOP RATESa 
Machine 
Odin 
Pipe 
Sol 
Kind Kiloflops 
IBM 3081K 1428 
VAX 8550 670 
Sun-3/160 55 
“Double-precision multiply-add pairs 
times, which are supposed to be independent of paging and system load, and 
I did not try to measure either the paging activity (if any) or the system load. 
Each machine had its standard amount of cache memory (64 kilobytes of 
general cache for Odin and Pipe, and 512 bytes of instruction cache for Sol). 
I did not try to assess the effects that the caches had on the timings. 
It is interesting to compare the observed floating-point computation rates 
reported below with an estimate of the fastest possible rate, since the ratio of 
fastest possible to observed rates gives an upper bound on speedups that yet 
might be possible from some other implementation strategy. To obtain an 
approximate upper bound on the floating-point computation rates, I tried 
several variations of arpy operations, i.e., operations of the form x := x + cry, 
where x and y are vectors and (Y is a scalar. In each test, I used 1000 to 
10,000 repetitions of an uxpy operation in which x and y were of length 
1000 or 1084. The loops were written in c (which generally gives faster code 
than the FORTRAN compilers available on the machines in question); they 
included loop-free uxpy operations and axpy operations with unrolled loops 
(which computed 9 or 16 components of r in each iteration). Counting one 
multiply-add pair as a floating-point operation (flop) and 1000 such pairs per 
second as one kiloflop, I found the approximate maximum floating-point rates 
in Table 3; see Appendix B for more details. The timing routine leaves 
something to be desired; successive executions of the timing program gener- 
ally give different flop rates. In part this is due to the coarseness of 
uNrx-system process time, which is reported in multiples of & second. But 
the times were much more consistent on Odin (the fastest machine) than on 
Pipe or Sol. 
To ameliorate the timing routine’s randomness, the figures that follow 
show average flop rates for twenty Cholesky factorizations (160 for Pipe), half 
with and half without the sum-bounding constraint described in Appendix A, 
with simultaneous computation of (5). Th ese calculations mostly involve 
sparse axpy operations, i.e., computations of the form xy, := x,, + czyi. But 
there are also some simple scaling operations: forming CD and’scaling the 
off-diagonal portion of column pk of (3) by l/Lpk,,&. I counted each such 
scaling operation as half of a flop and, as above, each multiply-add pair in an 
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kiloflops 
8 = c-alist 
+= op-alist 
o = dispatch 
r&l l&l 
II, where A E Rnxn 
FIG. 1. Flop rates for Odin (IBM 3081K). 
axpy as one flop; I ignored the square root needed to compute L,,k,,lk (and 
the subsequent calculation of 1/ Lllk+). The flop counting was part of the 
symbolic factorization. 
Figure 1 shows a plot of Odin’s flop rates against the rank n of A. There 
are three points for each problem: n depicts the flop rate for a factorization 
routine using a c-alist, + the rate for one using an op-alist, and 0 the rate for 
one that uses a full scratch vector and the column dispatching described 
above. (One exception is problem pi 1 o t, for which the alists would have 
required more memory than a single program was allowed to request; 
p i 1 o t was the problem whose factorization took the longest, making it easy 
to recognize in some of the following figures. The other exception was 
problem pi Lot . j a on Odin, where again the alists required too much 
memory-Odin’s operating system imposed a smaller limit on process size 
than did Pipe’s or Sol’s) 
Obviously, the flop rates in Figure 1 bear little correlation with n. They 
are more strongly related to the (c-alist) time it took to do the factorization, 
as shown in Figure 2. The dashed lines in this figure show fractions of the 
“ideal” flop rates from Table 3. The general trend is that the longer it takes 
to compute the factorization, the closer all three schemes come to achieving 
the “ideal” flop rate. (Figure 2 would look about the same if the x-axis were 
op-alist time or column-dispatch time rather than c-alist time. For consis- 
tency with Figure 2, most of the subsequent figures are plots against c-alist 
time.) 
Though using an alist can save some time, Figures 1 and 2 indicate that 
the savings on Odin were small. Figure 3 shows the savings more clearly by 
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800 
kilojlops 
m = c-alist 600 
+ = op-alist 
o = dispatch 
400 
a 
be 00 
. . . . . . . ..?........f.....? . . 
I 
8 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0, 0 
.t . . . . . . . . . ,‘...*........“....“...................... 
0 
0 
I I I I 
31 0.01 0.1 1 10 
seconds using c-al& 
ideal/2 
ideal/3 
ideal/4 
FIG. 2. Flop rates for Odin (IBM 3081K). 
displaying ratios of flop rates, again plotted against the c-alist factorization 
time. 
The ratios in Figure 3 may suffer somewhat from the vagaries of the 
timer, but it is clear that the alist factorization routines have at most a modest 
advantage over the column-dispatching factorization routine. On the other 
hand, the alist routines require memory proportional to the number of 
arithmetic operations needed to compute the Cholesky factor, whereas the 
column-dispatching routine needs memory proportional only to the number 
alist flop rate 
divided by 
dispatch flog rate 
0 = c-alist 
x = op-alist 
1.2 x 
1 
0 
1.1 
1 
O.&l Oh1 Oil i 
seconds using c-alist 
FIG. 3. Ratios of flop rates for Odin (IBM 3081K). 
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alist length 
divided by 
Cholesky 
nonzeros 
13 = c-alist 
x = op-alist 
1 
I I I I 
1000 10000 1OOOOO le+O6 le+O7 
Cholesky arpy flops 
FIG. 4. Alist expansion factors. 
of nonzeros in L; the former can be substantially larger than the latter. 
Figure 4 shows the ratios of alist lengths to nonzeros in L, plotted against 
axpy flops used to compute A and L. 
The alist schemes perform slightly better on Pipe and slightly worse on 
Sol than on Odin. Figures 5 and 6 show results for Pipe analogous to Figures 
2 and 3, and Figures 7 and 8 do the same for Sol. 
Some readers may wonder about the cost of the symbolic factorizations 
behind the numerical factorization considered above. There are three or four 
400- 
kilojlops 300- 
n = c-alist 
+ = op-alist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
o = dispatch 200- 0. Cl O 0 ,. .,.,....... ~.‘..‘.“..“.‘....“‘....‘..“...‘ 
0 d 
0 
loo- 
1 I I I I -_ 
0.01 0.1 1 10 100 
seconds using c-alist 
FIG. 5. Flop rates for Pipe (VAX 8550). 
ideal/2 
ideal/3 
ideal/4 
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alist jlop rate 
divided by 
dispatch j7op rate 
n = c-alist 
x = op-alist 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1 
0.9 
X 
_ 0 
:: q:: 
X p$5 i&&jr 
xx@ 
O G BOX &g?a ff&&ls; o 
w 
0 
x 
I I I I 
0.01 0.1 1 10 
seconds using c-alist 
FIG. 6. Ratios of flop rates for Pipe (VAX 8550). 
steps to these symbolic factorizations: (i) computation of the zero structure of 
A [i.e., of (511; (ii) choice of P; (iii) determination of the nonzeros of L (and 
attendant sorting into pivot order); and, when an alist is used, (iv) generation 
of the alist. Table 4 gives the averages of these times relative to the time for a 
numerical factorization (using the op-alist for the op-alist generation column 
and using the c-alist for the other columns); for uninteresting reasons, the 
routine that carries out (iii) includes recomputation of (i), and this time is 
included in Table 4’s column for (iii). 
+ 
kiloflops 
m = c-alist 
+ = op-alist 
o = dispatch 
30- 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
25 - 
I I 1 1 I 1 
0.01 0.1 1 10 loo 10 
seconds using c-alist 
ideal/2 
0 
FIG. 7. Flop rates for Sol (Sun-3/160). 
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alist flop rate 
divided by 
dispatch jlop rate 
0 = c-alist 
x = op-alist 
1.15 
1.1 
1.05 
1 
I I I 
0.1 1 10 
seconds using c-alist 
0 
I 
100 
FIG 8. Ratios of flop rates for Sol (Sun-3/160), 
TABLE 4 
SYMBOLIC FACTORIZATION COMPONENT TIMES RELATIVE TO NUMERICAL 
FACTORIZATION TIME 
6) (iv-c) (iv-op) 
Symbolic (ii) (iii) C-alist Op-alist 
Machine CrD’C Choosing P Symbolic L generation generation 
Odin 0.19 5.8 1.01 0.67 0.77 
Pipe 0.21 5.9 0.97 0.65 0.91 
Sol 0.06 2.0 0.35 0.18 0.21 
Only component (ii), the time to choose P, varied widely over the 
problems. P was chosen by subroutine SPMOR of the PORT 3 subroutine 
library; the sloth of this routine on Pipe and Odin is due in part to the 
inefficiency of the FORTRAN compilers. 
DISCUSSION 
As memory gets cheaper and more of it becomes available, it is reason- 
able to consider trading memory for speed. In that spirit, the codes timed 
above store one integer per nonzero in L. When memory is limited, however, 
this can be extravagant. Fortunately, the integer storage requirements can be 
reduced [4] in trade for (modest) additional overhead. 
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A standard trick for speeding up sparse-matrix factorizations is to switch 
to dense-matrix code (i.e., to operate on full vectors) when doing so saves 
time; see, e.g., $9.5 of [7]. The codes timed above do not make this switch, 
but they still often come within a factor of two or three of the optimal 
floating-point rate, generally achieving at least half that rate on the more 
time-consuming examples. 
The flop rates reported above for Sol particularly favorable, in part 
because Sol uses a floating-point coprocessor (a Motorola 68881), which 
allows some overhead calculations and floating-point operations to be carried 
out simultaneously. Perhaps more significantly, the floating-point operations 
are also slow relative to the other operations. 
A switch to dense-matrix logic can reduce the memory requirements for 
the alist scheme [3]. Of course, the point where switching to dense code is 
worthwhile depends on the machine (and compiler) one is using. Whether 
using an ahst is worthwhile is similarly environment-dependent. 
The comparisons above (e.g., Figure 3) suggest that Adler et al. [I] may 
have had relatively little to gain on their IBM 3081K from their use of “a list 
of the addresses.. . accessed by the Gaussian elimination procedure,” espe- 
cially since generating the address list itself takes some time [see column (iv) 
in Table 41. Of course, how much Adler and company did gain depends 
partly on the compiler they were using and partly on just how they 
implemented the pseudocodes they described in [3]. 
The alist scheme shown in Pseudo-codes 4 and 7 of [3] uses an (integer) 
alist of about twice as many elements as in Tables 1 and 2 above. On smaller 
problems it could use “half-word” (I NT E G E R*2) integers, thereby taking 
about as much memory as in Tables 1 and 2, but this slows things down on 
some machines. At any rate, the scheme in [3] has unnecessary double 
subscripting in its inner loop (accounting for half the integers in its alist), so 
it may deliver worse performance than the column-dispatch scheme de- 
scribed above. 
The times reported above indicate that loop-free code would have an 
advantage rather less than the near-order-of-magnitude suggested by Table 
9.7.1 of [7]. How did this discrepancy arise? The extra time taken by MA28 
(the looping code in Table 6.2.1 of [7], which I assume was really MA28B or 
MA28BD) probably has several sources. First is the form of the input matrix, 
which MA28 is given as a list of triples (i, j, Aij). MA28 must shuffle these 
input elements of A into a different order: the loop-free code may not have 
suffered this overhead (or may have handled it more efficiently). Second, 
~A28 does some error checking. In particular, by default it computes a 
growth factor intended to let the caller judge whether the current pivot order 
was indeed acceptable. This extra computation may have contributed to 
MA28’s run time. Third, MA28 is designed to handle general nonsymmetric 
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sparse matrices; it finds and exploits any block structure in A. On the 
example in question, MA28 may have incurred some overhead from its logic 
for handling block structure. Finally, the example considered is rather small, 
and the timings may not have been very accurate. 
Iain Duff (private communication) reports that the numbers in Table 
6.2.1 of [7] come from [6], $3 of which suggests that on the example in 
question, MA28 indeed spent about half of its time checking and reordering 
its input. 
I might not have been prompted to write this note if [l] and [7] had 
provided more detail about their test results. Providing such detail is often 
painful, but it helps other researchers. That’s why we write papers. 
APPENDIX A. TEST-PROBLEM DETAILS 
The n and r values shown below for C E (W’lXr differ from those in the 
1 p/d a t a / i n d e x file from NETLIB because they exclude the objective row, 
constant columns, and (resulting) empty rows, and they include slack and 
surplus variables. For problems i s r a e L and se b a, a preprocessing step 
excluded some “dense” columns (which are dealt with separately), and the 
numbers shown below reflect this exclusion. (For i s r ae L, the excluded 
columns were 1-3, 8, 9, and 11, with a total of 539 nonzeros; for se ba, the 
excluded columns were I-5, 7, 8, and 10-16, with a total of 2925 nonzeros.) 
Some of the problems from NETLIR'S t p/da t a have upper and lower 
bounds, which I handle as in [IO]-by changing D appropriately. This 
affects neither the size nor the sparsity of A. 
My tests used two variants of each test problem: A = CD”CT and 
A= ~D”c’. where 
is obtained from C by appending a row of ones (to make finding an initial 
feasible point easy for the dual algorithms considered in [lo]). As above, L 
denotes a Cholesky factor of A = LLT;_T. is the corresponding Cholesll)l factor -- 
of A = UT. The permutation matrix P used in computing L from A is 
j5= p 0 
[ 1 0 1’ 
where P is the permutation matrix used in computing L from A. 
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TABLE 5 
PROBLEM, CHOI.ESKY FACTOR, AND ALIST sizes 
Nonzeros axpy flops 
Problem 12 7 c A L t L L 
25fv47 820 1876 10705 11894 34042 
80bau3b 2235 11516 22648 12207 43019 
adlittle 56 138 424 384 424 
afiro 27 51 102 90 107 
bandm 305 472 2494 3724 4663 
beaconfd 173 295 3408 2842 2906 
bore3d 233 333 1446 2424 3095 
brandy 182 292 2191 2723 3429 
capr i 271 466 1864 3112 5909 
czprob 927 3331 10020 7543 7931 
e226 223 472 2768 2823 3670 
etamacro 400 734 2188 2771 12017 
fffff800 524 1028 6401 10615 18815 
forplan 135 463 4539 2985 3770 
ganges 1309 1706 6937 8965 31480 
gf rd-pnc 616 1160 2445 1451 2159 
grow15 300 645 5620 3430 6090 
grow22 440 946 8252 5040 9030 
grow7 140 301 2612 1590 2730 
israet 174 310 1904 3545 3999 
nesm 662 2930 13260 4743 21875 
pi tot 1440 4656 42299 60980 209122 
pilot. ja 924 1956 12100 14174 52941 
pilot.we 722 2850 9001 5547 16934 
pi lot4 410 1093 5164 6743 14932 
pi Lotnov 951 2242 12460 11808 49559 
recipe 87 178 652 582 751 
sc205 204 316 664 655 1122 
scagr25 471 671 1725 2393 2980 
scagr7 129 185 465 629 766 
scfxml 330 600 2732 3233 4728 
scfxm2 660 1200 5469 6486 9660 
scfxm3 990 1800 8206 9739 14580 
scorpion 388 466 1534 2101 2574 
scrs8 490 1275 3288 2198 6333 
scsdl 77 760 2388 1133 1392 
scsd6 147 1350 4316 2099 2545 
34863 1297475 
45255 1303261 
481 3327 
135 461 
4969 60439 
3080 73212 
3329 43662 
3612 68932 
6181 113643 
8859 71283 
3894 60878 
12418 352627 
19340 534642 
3906 105309 
32790 874472 
2776 9358 
6391 111605 
9471 165099 
2871 50469 
4174 98087 
22538 652904 
210563 28344586 
53866 3201408 
17657 419293 
15343 538567 
50511 2683275 
839 9146 
1327 4796 
3452 16172 
896 4049 
5059 63329 
10321 130486 
15571 197284 
2963 16818 
6824 88322 
1470 20919 
2693 35607 
1345448 
1387322 
4412 
762 
68459 
80057 
48821 
75083 
122253 
94696 
68137 
368135 
561664 
114382 
916105 
16012 
124434 
184022 
56334 
106464 
692767 
28603713 
3269847 
449866 
560509 
2749135 
10862 
7160 
22121 
5624 
71856 
147747 
223267 
21821 
100103 
25879 
44569 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
Nonzeros uxpy flops 
Problem n F C A L z L L 
scsd8 397 2750 8584 4280 5879 6277 68610 87399 
sctapl 300 660 1872 1686 2648 2949 21983 27645 
sctap2 1090 2500 7334 6595 14789 15880 303059 329479 
sctap3 1480 3340 9734 8866 19431 20912 379001 413918 
seba 515 1022 1435 1145 18797 19313 1078658 1118165 
sharelb 117 253 1179 1001 1383 1501 14828 17830 
share2b 96 162 777 871 1026 1123 10120 12216 
shell 536 1527 3058 1991 4207 4744 41091 50917 
ship041 360 2166 6380 4588 4788 5149 50042 64641 
ship04s 360 1506 4400 3272 3612 3973 35852 46305 
ship081 712 4363 12882 9224 9648 10361 101752 131184 
ship08s 712 2467 7194 5440 6172 6885 59146 76570 
ship121 1042 5533 16276 11715 12219 13262 126205 163523 
shipl2s 1042 2869 8284 6387 7499 8542 68105 88715 
sierra 1222 2715 7951 6118 12857 14080 170570 196063 
stair 356 532 3813 6553 15313 15670 509756 529860 
standata 358 1257 3172 1757 3115 3474 30220 38574 
standgub 359 1365 3280 1758 3116 3476 30383 39008 
standmps 466 1257 3820 3053 5301 5768 65272 76514 
vtp.base 197 327 943 1772 2361 2559 20642 24537 
Table 5 shows the values of n and r such that C E LQnXr, the numbers of 
nonzeros in C, L, E and the lower triangle of A, and the numbers of axpy 
flops needed to compute L and E (including the flops needed to form A, 
with each scaling multiplication counted as half an axpy flop). Note that 
c E [W(nX1)xr and that the lower triangle of x has n + I more nonzeros than 
that of A. 
Table 6 gives the average flop rates on Odin, Pipe, and Sol, respectively, 
for computing L and z, using the c-alist and column-dispatch schemes. 
The problems considered here are all the ones that were available from 
NETLIB'S t p /da t a directory at the time I did my testing (April 1988). More 
problems have since become available from 1 p/d a t a, but the IBM 3081K 
that then was Odin has gone away. 
The problem-dependent memory I used to compute each factorization 
can be computed from Table 5. Representing C and L takes one integer and 
one floating-point number per nonzero, plus an integer array of length r or 
R. It is convenient to compute CD explicitly and to store it separately from 
C; the alist schemes also need one integer or address for each axpy flop. 
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TABLE 6 
KILOFLOPS 
Problem 
25f v47 
80bau3b 
adlittle 
afiro 
bandm 
Odin 
C-alist Dispatch 
L__ ~ 
L r, L r, 
766 771 748 739 
738 740 690 686 
555 575 475 509 
307 416 277 352 
684 685 636 642 
Pipe SO1 
C-alist Dispatch C-alist Dispatch 
______-____ 
L z L z L z L E 
373 372 375 373 46 46 46 46 
355 354 346 339 46 46 45 45 
275 292 234 254 40 41 36 38 
159 206 129 172 31 35 28 30 
348 349 329 331 44 45 42 43 
beaconfd 745 739 697 686 359 364 356 355 46 46 44 44 
bore3d 708 697 655 666 348 345 336 338 44 45 43 43 
brandy 752 751 713 715 375 374 368 367 45 45 44 44 
capri 741 748 725 719 369 371 371 369 46 46 44 44 
czprob 535 563 441 470 252 269 201 214 41 42 37 38 
e226 716 717 664 659 355 360 340 342 45 45 43 43 
etamacro 772 770 753 749 377 376 391 389 46 46 45 45 
fffff800 764 766 741 737 375 375 384 383 46 46 45 45 
forplan 752 763 726 722 384 385 379 379 46 46 44 44 
ganges 760 760 740 738 373 373 375 375 46 46 45 45 
gfrd-pnc 312 384 244 320 136 176 109 142 31 35 26 31 
growl5 736 739 683 691 379 378 364 367 45 45 43 44 
grow22 739 741 693 694 378 377 364 367 45 45 43 43 
grow7 739 735 688 676 375 377 369 370 45 45 43 43 
israel 774 770 755 743 385 382 389 387 47 46 45 45 
nesm 
pilot 
pilot.ja 
pilot-we 
pilot4 
767 760 727 725 
- - 767 770 
-- 748 753 
729 737 687 687 
768 761 745 744 
375 375 369 362 46 46 45 45 
- - 371 369 - - 46 46 
362 362 372 370 45 45 46 46 
361 361 355 351 46 46 45 44 
366 367 379 376 46 46 46 46 
pilotnov 777 775 755 756 364 362 375 352 45 46 46 46 
recipe 610 652 549 592 331 326 295 305 43 43 40 41 
sc205 411 477 320 391 180 218 154 185 35 38 31 34 
scagr25 462 510 388 442 218 241 182 206 38 40 34 36 
scagr7 405 482 405 422 219 239 181 208 37 39 33 36 
scfxml 679 695 633 634 342 349 331 331 44 45 42 42 
scfxm2 681 698 637 642 340 343 322 325 44 45 42 43 
scfxm3 688 691 633 638 342 344 318 316 44 45 42 43 
scorpion 505 546 439 468 242 257 214 231 39 41 36 37 
scrs8 679 690 638 632 330 331 307 313 44 44 42 42 
scsdl 661 675 598 597 334 332 279 288 43 44 41 41 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
Odin Pipe Sol 
C-alist Dispatch C-alist Dispatch C-alist Dispatch 
~~~____-~ 
Problem L z, L L L it L E L z L z 
scsd6 647 669 562 569 317 318 272 279 43 44 40 41 
scsd8 624 647 549 564 314 313 263 273 42 43 39 40 
sctapl 550 592 507 518 275 285 234 247 41 42 38 39 
sctap2 716 719 676 672 346 345 336 331 45 45 44 44 
sctap3 708 708 665 661 340 340 328 325 45 45 44 44 
seba 950 785 939 773 421 371 449 387 52 47 51 46 
sharelb 635 669 593 594 315 331 297 305 43 43 40 41 
share2b 675 666 552 611 318 324 291 302 43 43 40 40 
she1 1 573 599 503 518 278 288 240 244 41 42 39 39 
ship041 613 636 509 531 291 298 246 256 42 43 39 40 
ship04s 598 617 512 534 287 294 242 254 42 42 38 39 
ship081 604 625 505 521 292 303 241 250 42 43 39 40 
ship085 563 589 480 505 275 289 224 234 41 42 38 39 
ship121 587 621 501 519 289 297 227 250 42 43 38 39 
shipl2s 538 579 459 488 263 277 221 238 41 42 37 38 
sierra 673 680 606 613 319 321 292 291 44 44 41 42 
stair 778 772 767 762 392 392 407 407 46 46 45 46 
standata 585 579 490 514 278 294 237 248 41 42 38 39 
standgub 570 600 493 520 271 289 227 242 41 42 38 39 
standmps 632 656 585 589 312 320 286 285 43 44 41 41 
vtp.base 619 669 590 613 308 319 274 281 43 43 40 40 
These constitute the bulk of the problem-dependent memory requirements; a 
few arrays of length n or r are also needed. Let C denote the number of 
nonzeros in C, and L the number in L; let 4 denote the number of arpy 
flops; and let i denote the amount of storage for an integer or an address, f 
that for a floating-point number, and in that for an (integer, floating-point) 
pair. (On the machines considered here, i = 4 bytes, f = 8 bytes, and r = 16 
bytes on Odin and 12 bytes on Pipe and Sol-alignment requirements cause 
GT to be larger on Odin than on Pipe or Sol.) Then the problem-dependent 
storage that my test routines used to represent C, CD and L and to compute 
L from CD was 
(4~ + 6n)i + nf +(2C + E)rr for column dispatching, 
(6r + 14n + c’ + E + (b)i + cf + (c’ + L)T for the c-alist scheme, and 
(2r +3n + +>i +(n + c’>f +(C + L>a for the op-alist scheme. 
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The c-alist storage includes (5r + 10n)i for scratch storage used only in 
computing the alist. Storage for the column-dispatch scheme includes a 
redundant copy of the row indices on nonzeros in C, so this storage could 
easily be reduced by C(r - f). 
APPENDIX B FLOP-BATE DETAILS 
On machines like Pipe and Sol where machine instructions can include 
absolute addresses, one can estimate axpy flop rates for loop-free code by 
timing a c routine of the form 
xaxpy(a) 
register double a; 
c 
extern double xC'lOOO1, yC10007; 
xCO1 += a*yCOl; 
xc11 += a*yCll; 
xc21 += a*yCZl; 
. . . 
xc9971 += a*yC9971; 
xc9981 += a*yC9981; 
xc9991 += a*yC9991; 
3 
On Pipe (a VAX 8550) this results in two instructions for each += line: the 
assembly code for the first two such lines above is 
muld3 _y,rlO,rO 
addd2 rO,_x 
muld3 _y+8,rlO,rO 
addd2 rO,_x+8 
The r eg i s t e r declaration is thus honored (“r IO" refers to a on the 
argument stack). It is also honored on Sol (a Sun-3/160), where the 
corresponding assembly lines are 
fmovex fp7,fpO 
fmuld _Y,fPO 
faddd _X,fPO 
fmoved fpO,_x 
fmovex fp7,fpO 
fmuld ytOx8,fpO 
faddd -x+Ox8,fpO 
fmoved fpO,_x+Ox8 
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The instruction set on IBM mainframes does not allow absolute addresses 
as part of single instructions. Of several schemes tested, I obtained the 
fastest arpy flop rate on Odin (an IBM 3081K) with an unrolled loop: 
daxpycn, x, a, y) 
int n; 
register double *x, a, *y; 
c 
register double *xe; 
for(xe = x + n - 15; x < xe; x t= 16, y t= 16) { 
XC01 += a*yCOl; 
XC11 t= a*yCll; 
XC21 t= a*yC21; 
XC31 t= a*yC31; 
XC41 t= a*yt41; 
XC51 t= a*yt51; 
xc61 t= a*yC61; 
xC71 t= a*yE71; 
xc81 t= a*yC81; 
xC91 t= a*yC91; 
xC101 t= a*yClOl; 
xC111 t= a*yClll; 
XC121 t= a*yC121; 
XC131 t= a*yC131; 
XC143 t= a*yC141; 
XC151 t= a*yC151; 
1 
for(xe t= 12; x < xe; x t= 4, y t= 4) C 
XC01 t= a*yCOl; 
XC11 t= a*yCll; 
xC21 t= a*yt21; 
xC31 t= a*yC33; 
> 
for(xe t= 3; x < xe; ttx, tty) *X t= a**y; 
3 
The c compilers on Odin generate mediocre object code; by hand massaging 
the assembly code to use registers more efficiently, I sped the above routine 
up by about 14%, getting the first two += lines in the first for loop above 
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down to 
ldr 0,4 
md 0,0(7) 
ad 0,0(8) 
std 0,0(8) 
ldr 0,4 
md 0,8(7) 
ad 0,8(8) 
std 0,8(8) 
The above routines (x a x p y and da x p y) give similar performance on 
Pipe. On Sol, the unrolled loop is slightly better; it becomes still better when 
its length is reduced from 16 to 9, perhaps because of the cache on the 
Sun-3/160. 
Table 3 shows the fastest axpy flop rates I could get from the above 
manipulations. On the other hand, the sparse Cholesky flop rates reported 
above involve neither axpy loop unrolling nor modifications of the c compil- 
ers’ intermediate assembly code. 
Odin has two sets of compilers, one for “native mode,” the other for 
“~370 mode.” The Cholesky factorization flop rates reported above are from 
the “native-mode” compilers, which generally gave higher flop rates than the 
“u3i’O-mode” compilers. 
I thank Linda Kaufman, Norm Schryer, Margaret Wright, and the referees 
for helpful comments on the manuscript. 
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